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ABSTRACT

An external-cavity laser diode that performs static wavelength scanning is proposed. It eliminates problems such as

repeatability and tuning rate that arise due to mechanical movements induced in the external cavity of conventional

systems because it requires no mechanical elements. Experiments have revealed that the scanning range and tuning rate

are 1.3 nm and 1 kHz, respectively.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Wide-range、vavelengthscanningisoneofthekeytechniquestoimprovetheperformanceofopticaldevicessuchas

spectroscopicinstruments,opticalcoherencetomographysystem,andinterferometers.Generally,wide-rangelvavelength

scanningcanbecarriedoutbyusingalvavelength-selectiveelementsuchasadiffractiongratingandatuningmirror
withagainmedium.Sincethecavityofalaserdiode(LD)iscompactandsusceptibletotheexternalcavity,itis

favorableforuseasagainmedium".Inparticular,ifanou

c。ating,theLDisstronglyc。upledt。theexternalcavity3質facetoftheLDisprocessed

izianiproposedaLittman-ca豊anantireflection(AR)

basedlightsourcethat

providedacontinuouswavelengthtuningrangeof25nmbyusinganAR-coatedLD.Atuningrangeof4nmwas

obtainedlvithanintracavityglassplateasthefinetuningdeviceandanAR-coated633-nmLDintheLittrollr

configuration.

Inparticular,sincetheoutputfacetofthecommerciallyavailable,con、′entionalLDhasbeenprocessed、vithanAR

coating,thecavityoftheLDcanbecoupledtoanexternalcavityeasilyasitis.Harveyproposedanexternal-cavitylaser

diode(ECLD)thatconsistsofaco?mercialLDintheLittmanconfiguration;thetuningrangeofthisLD、vasgreater
than20nm.WehaveproposedasimpleLittman-typeECLDcapableofstabilizingthewavelengththroughafeedback
controlandaLittro、、,I-typeECLDforlasercoolingandtrappingl.StandardLDsareusedintheseconfigurations.

Holvever,㌧veneedtofocusontherepetitionrate,repeatability,tuningspeed,andtemporalstabilityofヽvavelength
scanningbecauseECLDsusuallyinducemechanicalmovementsthatcanaffecttheopticalalignmentandpiezoelectric

transducers(PZT)thathavehysteresischaracteristics.Thesemovementsaffecttherobustnessofthecavityandthe

hysteresisdeterioratestherepeatability.Therepetitionrateandtuningspeed、、,erelimitedbythemechanicalmovements.
Toovercometheseproblems,anelectro-opticalarrangement、vassetupintheLittrovvconfiguration"・InRef.11.an

electro-opticalcrystalwasinsertedintothecavityinsteadofmechanicallymovingthegrating.Theelectricfieldapplied

tothecrystalchangestherefractiveindex.ヽvhichinturntunesthewavelength.Thetuningrangeandtuningspeedofthis

systemwere0.01nmand3×10-Jnm/pstrespectively.、、,iththespecialAR-coatedLD.Althoughthesystemissimple,

thetuningrangeissmall.ThecombinationofaliquidcrystalcellandaLiNbO3crystalisusedintheexternalcavityin

Ref.12,inWhichatuningrangeof10.3nm、vasobtained.

Inthispaper.、veproposeanothertypeofECLDthatconsistsofanacoust0-opticalelementinsteadofanelectr0-optical

crystal.Asoursystemalsorequiresmechanicalmovementstoberestricted,static、、′avelengthscanningcanbecarried

out;thus,theprob一emsarising什omthemechanicalmovementsareresolved.
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2. PRINCIPLE

Generally. 1、ide-rangH、,avelength scanning can be carried out 、、ith the configuration sho、、,n in Fig. 1(a), in l、hich a

mechanical rotating mirror driven by a PZT is used. The fundamental equation in Fig. 1(a) is represented byl

A -d(s¥nOi +s¥nOd)　　　　　　　　　　　　,^

ヽvhere X is the ヽvavelength, d is the groove spacing, and #, and O& are the incident and di肝action angles, respectively.

When the incident angle is constant, the l、,avclcngth vanes as given by

AA - cl[s¥x¥(8d + AOd)-sinflj (2)

depending on AOd. ＼、・hich is the chanae in the detraction anele.

Our proposed system is sholln in Fig. 1(b): as seen in the figure. 、、avelength scanning is controlled by the incident angle,

＼＼輔Ie the diffraction angle is constant. The scanning is accomplished statically because an acoust0-optic deflector (AOD)

is used for the incident angle control. In this case, the Wavelength change AA is given by

Ak - 4sin(3 +AO^-sinO^

Thus no mechanica一 movement is required in our system.

(b)

Fig. 1. Schematic of(a) the conventional ECLD and (b) the proposed system.

(3)

3. EXPERIMENTS

We demonstrated both a mechanical llravelength scanning (Fig. 1(a)) and a static one (Fig.1 (b)) so as to compare the

characteristics between them. Also a standard LD and an AR-coated LD are used respectively in these experiments to

investigate the scanning range depending on the light source.
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3.1 Demonstration of the mechanical wavelength scanning

Schematic of the experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. We used two kinds ofLD. LDl (a commercial LD having an

AR-coated facet,ん- 658 nm, Pmas - 80 mW) and LD2 (a special AR-coaled LD,ん= 636 nm, Pmax -5 mW), in the

experiments, whereんand Pn批are the central wavelength and maximum output power, respectively. The changes in the

temperature of the LD were restricted to deviations of土0.010C by means ofa Peltier thermo-controller. The output beam

from the LD is collimated 、vith a microscope objective lens. The radiated beam from the LD passes through the

po一arizing beam splitter (PBS). The stronger s-polarized beam is used to form the ECLD. The passing p-polarized beam

is fed into the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to monitor the spectra. Since the first-order beam diffracted by the

grating is reflected on the mirror and fed back to the LD, the oscillating lvavelength is strongly affected by the external

cavity. The groove spacing of the holographic di肝action grating and initial incident angle 9x 、vere 1/1800 mm and -700,

respectively. The mi汀or was driven by a couple ofPZT. The results observed in LDl are sho、、,′n in Fig. 3. The scanning

range of2 nm was obtained with the mechanical rotation of the mirror. A part ofFig. 3 is extracted and magnified in Fig.

4. The equal interval of 0.06 nm was observed in this wavelength scanning. This interval is due to the resolution of the
OSA.

LDlorLD2

Fig. 2. Schematic of the mechanical wavelength scanning system.
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Fig. 3. Observation of spectra in the mechanical wavelength scanning system using LD 1.

Next, we replaced LDl with LD2 and observed the spectra. When we interrupt the beam reflected by the PBS, sharp

spectra were not observed as shown in Fig. 5(a) because the AR-coating inhibits the laser oscillation between the facets

of the LD chip and the external cavity was uncoupled. While the interruption was removed and the external cavity was
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coupled to the LD. discriminative spectra were observed as shown in Fig. 5(b). The scanning range of 1.3 nm Was

obtained according to the rotation of the mirror. No clear spectra Were obser、,ed outside of the region shown in Fig. 5(b)

because the intensity of the diffraction beam decreases and the coupling bet、veen the LD and external cavity is collapsed.

Ne.>(t, we replaced LDl with LD2 and observed Ihe spectra. When 、、・e interrupt the beam reflected by the PBS, sharp

spectra were not observed as shown in Fig. 5(a) because the AR-coating inhibits the laser oscillation between the facets

of the LD chip and the external cavity was uncoupled. While the interruption lvas removed and tlle external cavity lVaS

coupled to the LD, discriminative spectra ll,ere observed as shown in Fig. 5(b). The scanning range of 1.3 nm was

obtained according to the rotation of the mirror. No clear spectra 、vere observed outside of the region shown in Fig. 5(b)

because the intensity of the diffraction beam decreases and the coupling betlveen the LD and external cavity is collapsed.
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Fig. 4. Obserl'ation ofa part of spectra extracted from Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Observed spectra of LD2 in (a)斤ee running state and (b) in the mechanical wavelength scanning system.
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3.2　Demonstration of the static wavelength scanning

We demonstrate a wavelength scanning by use ofAOD. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6. The AOD is inserted

in the optical path of the ECLD that is shown in Fig. 2. We used the same LDs that are used in the experiments described

in Sec. 3.1. The mirror was fixed to realize the static scanning. The diffraction angles were -18o and -15o for LDl and

LD2, respectively, under the initial incident angle oト630.

Fig. 6. Schematic of the static wavelength scanning system.
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Fig. 7. Observed di肝action angle in the AOD corresponding with the control voltage.

Observations of the di肝action angle of the AOD are plotted in Fig. 7. The central斤equency of the acoustic 、vave is 75

MHz. The diffraction angle increases linearly and it varies by 0.180TV with the control voltage. Also we observed that

the intensity of the diffraction beam varied periodically according to the control voltage as indicated in Fig. 7.

First, we demonstrated a wavelength shift by use ofLDl. When the control voltage applied to the AOD was varied from

13.0 V to 16.2 V, the wavelength shiR Ivas observed as sholvn in Fig. 8. The solid line shows the theoretical calculation

using Eq. (3). Stable spectra were observed in the region from 659.5 nm to 658.8 nm in the lower-control-voltage area

(13.0 V - 13.9 V) and in the region from 657.8 nm to 656.7 nm in the higher-control-voltage area (14.8 V - 16.2 V). No

stable spectra were observed in the middle range of the control voltage because the power of the deflected beam

decreased considerably in this region, and the oscillation mode could not be coupled to the external cavity. However, in

the lower and higher voltage areas, tuning ranges ofO.7 nm and 1.1 nm were observed. It was determined that the
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wavelength scanning rate 、vas 0.78 nm∧/. Traces of the observed spectra are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) in the lower

and higher voltage areas, respectively. The interval of these spectra was -0.04 nm.
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Controlvoltage (V)

Fig. 8. Wavelength shift tn the static lvavelenglh scanning system using LDI. The solid line is the
ttleoretical calculation of the shift.
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Fig. 9. Spectra observed in (a) the lower and (b) the higher voltage area in the static ll,avclenglh scanning system using LOI.

Nc鴫we observed the spectra with LD2. The LD sholved the multimodc oscillation and no clear spectra were observed

as shown in Fig. 10(a), lvhen the external cavity ll,as not coupled to LD2 、、,・ith the interruption ot the feedback beam.

When we clear the optical path from the interruption, however, discriminative spectra were observed according to the

tuning ofAOD"s control 、,oltage. The scanning range of the wavelength was 0.74 nm as shown in Fig. 10(b), in this
demonstration.
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Fig. 10. Observed spectra ofLD2 in (a) free running state and (b) in the static wavelength scanning system.

Fig. 1 1. Experimental setup for observing the modulating interference signal.

3.3　Demonstration of the phase modulation in an interferometer

ln applications such as spectroscopic instruments, optical coherence tomography, and interferometer, continuous

wavelength scanning and tuning speed are important characteristics. We observed an interference signal by using the
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static ECLD to confirm these important characteristics. We used LDl as a light source and a conventional Tlりman-

Green-type interferometer 、、hose optical path difference is -1 mm as shol、・n in Fig. 1 1. In this unbalanced interferometer.

direct phase modulation can be achieved ヽvith a ヽヽFaヽ′elength-scanning light source. When triangular ヽヽ,aヽ′elength

scanning Was employed as sholvn in Fig. 12. 、、,,e observed a continuous interference signal that exhibits partially

sinusoidal 、、,aveform in the 一inear region of the triangu一ar wave. The modulation frequency in Figs. 12(a). 12(b). and

12(c) Were 100 Hz, 300 Hz. and 1 kHz, respecti＼′ely. and ll,e llere able to observe a stable interference signal in these

frequencies. The modulation depths in the interference sIgnal were almost constant up to 1 KHz. Since the amplitude of

the triangular control voltage lvas 0.5 V. the change in the lvavelength of the linear part is estimated to be 0.78 nm from

the Wavelength-scanning rate, as discussed earlier. This observation of the interference signal confirms that continuous

and high-speed 、、,avelength scanning is possible using our system.
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Fig. 12. Traces of the interference sigilal and triangular modulating signal employing frequeilcy of(a) 100 Hz,

(b) 300 Hz, and (c) 1 kHz.

4. DISCUSSION

The ma>(imum wavelength tuning range lvas 2 nm in the mechanical scan and 1.1 nm in the static scan, respectively, in

our demonstration. Both are observ!cd in the ECLDs that uses standard LD as a light source. The scanning rang of 1.3 nm

and 0.74 nm obtained by the special AR-coated LD are rather smaller than 、、・e expected. A possible interpretation of

these results is that the intensity of the feedback beam is too lleak to couple the LD 、、ith the external cavitv. Hollever.-
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seヽ′era! demonstrations confirm that the proposed system functions as the ヽヽraヽ′elength scanning source. The observations

of the phase modulation in the interference signal indicate that many advantages, such as continuous, stable, and high

rate ofヽヽ,aヽ′elength scanning, are obtained in the proposed system. If a special AR-coated LD ヽヽhich radiates high-poヽヽ,er

beam is available. 、、ider 、、avelength tuning range ヽヽ,ould be realized ヽヽ・ith our system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed and demonstrated a static type of wavelength-scanning ECLD. Wide range and continuous

llravelength scanning can be carried out under a high tuning rate. We l、r川attempt to demonstrate llidcr llavelength

tuning by incorporating high-pol、er AR-coatcd LD to the static ll,avelcngth scanning system.
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